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Mr. His suggestions on love after 60, how exactly to talk with family members about illness,
what you should be ready for when confronting tragedy and reduction, what it means to be a
caregiver to someone you care about and many other of existence’ book is normally a treasure
trove of personal and professional existence experiences that may help you prepare for later
years and take control of the nature of ageing.In this touching, often humorous and very
personal account, Bernie shares his 86 years of life, love, loss and laughter as an inspirational
guide from what this means to age without growing old. Otis’s challenges certainly are a have to
for family young and old. Be prepared to laugh out loud and quietly shed a tear as Bernie takes
you through the voyage of lifestyle.
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It's a great book but it is also a deep book. In addition, this reserve contains a glossary plus
some definitions of wellness terms such as for example ten various types of care-giving
services and the differences included in this. Well worth it if you are over 50! He also
reminiscences of the conversations he previously with his father: "Boy, always remember our
main function in lifestyle is to help others create happy paths. Because it offers you a map of
why we are traveling to the life towards loss of life. I've also learned generally there are things to
do after 80. The author is absolutely correct. You are born as a result you'll eventually die.
Consequently,you may as well make the very best of that trip and be satisfied when you reach
the ultimate destination. Good reminder for everybody Each chapter deals with a bit of advice
and a brief story or joke that always have a positive lesson. The writer, who is in his eighties,
shares meaningful quotes, poems, and tales from his interviews, experiences from his working
years, and his life within an assisted living service.' I assumed the tales to go way, in the past,
not just focusing on the later years. Otis relates close personal good examples as well as
conversations with other seniors.However, kudos to the writer for coming up with a light-hearted
book that tackles a daunting subject for many people. His message has clearly gotten across.
Four Stars There are a few good points but a whole lot of repetition to wade through. Five Stars
Excellent content and incredibly well written for anyone fifty years of age or older and anyone
who's giving care to someone you care about Bernard Otis can be an eighty-five-year-old Detroit
native who attended Cass Tech SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL and University of Michigan.. Woven
through the humor and the useful advice is evidence of Otis' heart.My favorite quote: "Live a rich
and fulfilling lifestyle, and live away your years happy and healthy as possible. Otis attests to the
full-time efforts and the mental and physical stress of care giving. Simultaneously, he provides
thirty-three senior moments (words of wisdom) which include: Treat everyone as an equal; Talk
to your children. They will appreciate it down the road; Practice good wellness so you can remain
energetic and creative; Time flies. Make sure to make every second count; Don't ever give up.
Choose life; A few of that advice is sensible. Like ice cream toppled with fudge, poured on each
of these chapters is certainly a little 'old-age humor' which will warm your heart and make you
roll in the aisles.Mr. There have been indeed these situations, but extremely minimal. For
example, he tells of his constant leg discomfort which no medication will relieve and his
relentless refusal to let the pain stop him from accomplishing his goals and living a happy life.
Why?"How exactly to Prepare for Old Age gives apparent advise for going to the sick and
elderly. Why possess a apparent purpose to your visit, where to sit during your visit, what to
discuss, what not saying when greeting mourners at funerals and within their homes are talked
about. To be browse by all, specifically those partially dropped in the journey of life. Many
checklists are provided on 1) House and personal issues 2) Insurance and care giving and 3)
Budget.I recommend How to Prepare for Old Age for anybody fifty years or older and anyone
who's giving care to someone you care about.Mr." - Bernard OtisFor more reviews, visit
http://www.McNeilsReviews.com Preparing for Aging This book shares valuable information
regarding how to get ready and your family so you can get older. I expected even more from the
book due to the part ‘without taking the fun out of existence.The author shares a touching
tribute to his late wife. He has noticed the results of people who have not ready themselves for
growing older. As one gets older it really is difficult to speak to family or significant others about
their wishes, but is a necessary process to greatly help everyone involved. I've enjoyed each of
Bernie’s books and recommend his design and . It is truly an encouragement to not give up but
exist to its very end.Despite the fact that aging is inevitable whether you are prepared for this or
not, the author also reminds us that is important to exist and not give up. His book is created



with a feeling of humor yet contains valuable and practical information.It really is never too soon
to go over these topics.I did so enjoy the book, however the reserve was somewhat confusing
initially understanding the mix of stories and information regarding aging. He writes about the
necessity of a Legal Advanced Health Care Directive, how exactly to evaluate care facilities and
potential treatment givers, the importance of understanding the meaning of your life, the
essential nature of belief in God, plus much more. The author utilized humor in his stories to
greatly help balance the severe of difficult topics discussed. The chapters in the book were
divided into senior moments, which was fitting for the publication. When you quit is when you
have failed. We can choose to really live. He wants us to have the right attitude for really living
life. With correct planning and a good attitude, he writes, we can make our latter years a few of
our best. The truth is, reading this reserve will better prepare you to deal with your aging parents
in addition to providing rock-solid suggestions for all those "not quite ready to reside in a
retirement house. It is evident that he genuinely cares, and wants his visitors to comprehend it is
never prematurily . to make preparations. His book, How to Plan LATER YEARS, encapsulates
his years of experience in lifestyle and his years as a tuned care giver.. I've loved each of
Bernie’s books and recommend his design and wisdom just as much as his experience. Thanks
for sharing! I love this book I love this publication. Otis wants us to do so truly living life." He is
both funny and critical. This book is enjoyable while providing advice for anybody over 50 This
book is a gem. I would get it for my parents but made the decision that it's actually well-suited
for somebody youthful than Bernie. My parents are in their mid-late '80s.Received
complimentary from Sage Blog Tours for a honest evaluate." Bernie may be the kind of article
writer where you can imagine him speaking in "plain English. Many thanks Bernard Otis for
making this fun! His factors are valid and provided in an easy yet often humorous manner. He
covers from planning to day-to-day thoughts. I have already recommended this reserve to
several people. Encouragement to never stop living existence to its fullest We Boomers are
receiving older. At age 66, most of the thoughts are thoughts I've had. I fulfilled him years later
on, we got married, and now I am his regular caregiver so lots of the problems discussed in the
publication are relevant to me in my forties. Yes there will be challenges, regrets, discomfort and
unresolved hurts, but you can not let that prevent you from living. He shares information about
the need for living wills, preventing falls, how to end up being cared for when your independence
declines, and extra helpful advice. This reserve is a pleasure to read. Otis has a quirky love of
life. Just when the subject matter is getting significant, he inserts a few groaners to make the
material even more enjoyable. But the meat of the book may be the great suggestions Otis has
for all of us. and Meditation and mindfulness could make life's journey as pleasing. He writes
about the risks of falling and contains good ideas to prevent it. The writer got in his part of
sharing about a quarter of just how in when the maturing information and his stories told flowed
more easily for me. The two-fold purpose of this publication is to give a tribute to his wife and
partner, Anna, who lost the battle to cancer and to help others better plan their very own
inevitabilities. My hubby was in a vehicle accident when he was 29 years aged that remaining
him a quadriplegic. He emphasizes choice. You never know when your life can transform. He
suggests helping others and enabling others to greatly help us.
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